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Good afternoon Committee Members – I am Jeanna South, Director of Sustainability. I am pleased present the Climate Action Plan: Progress Report 2021 to you today



Global Covenant of 
Mayors for Climate & 
Energy 

Saskatoon’s Climate Commitments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Together, the Low Emissions Community Plan and The Corporate Climate Adaptation Strategy form the City’s Climate Action Plan which provides the roadmap for meeting our commitment to the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy, our GHG reduction targets, and Strategic Plan.



GHG Emissions Progress
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This figure shows our actual and projected GHG emissions, measured in CO2 equivalents, over time. Our reduction targets (shown as dotted lines) are 15% below 2014 levels by 2023 and 80% below 2014 levels by 2050, for the community.In blue is Saskatoon’s actual community emissions, which have decreased since 2014. Overall Saskatoon emitted 3.51 M tonnes of Co2e, 9% less than 2014.  We also emitted 20% fewer per capita emissions than in 2014.In grey is a business-as-planned scenario without any climate mitigation, and in orange are projected emissions under the LEC Plan.A further 6% reduction from 2021 is needed over the next two years to meet the City’s 2023 target.



Community GHG Emissions Target

Community 2023 Target:
15% Reduction 
3,274,400 tonnes CO2e 

Community 2050 Target:
80% Reduction 
770,400 tonnes CO2e 

-9% Change 2021
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Looking at where our community emissions came from, we can see that about 2/3 were from Stationary Energy (which is buildings), about 1/3 were from Transportation, and the remaining 6% were from Waste, Industrial Processing and Product Use, and Agriculture.Relative to the community targets, an additional 6% emission reduction, or 235,200 tonnes of CO2e is needed to meet the 2023 emission reduction target.



Corporate 2023 Target:
40% Reduction 
135,000 tonnes CO2e 

Corporate 2050 Target:
80% Reduction 
45,000 tonnes CO2e 

Corporate Emissions Target

-3% Change 2021
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Corporate GHG emissions are those produced by the City’s own operations, services, and facilities. Waste, Water and Wastewater treatment, and Buildings are the largest contributors.The City changed how it calculates its corporate emissions that resulted in additional emissions being included that weren’t previously. However, because corporate emissions are a component of community-wide emissions, the community inventory was unaffected.  Also, the 2014 baseline was also updated using the same methodology to allow for comparability. Overall, the City’s Corporate emissions have fallen 3% since 2014.  (AS) A further 37% reduction, or 82,800 tonnes of CO2e need to drop in the next 2 years in order to meet the 2023 corporate target.



Progress Report Content
LEC Plan Report Card
Buildings and Energy Efficiency

Corporate Adaptation Plan Report Card
Assets
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This year’s Progress Report builds on the inaugural one completed in 2020.  The Progress Report includes :-the GHG inventory and progress toward our GHG reduction targets-Report cards showing Progress toward the Low emissions community plan and corporate adaptationHow to read the report cardsAction / InitiativePlanned start date – to measure compliance with Council’s strategic priorities and actionsResponsible DepartmentFor LEC the Target indicators and Performance against targetProgress UpdateBudgetProgress score – green indicates project is progressing in alignment with the timing in the plan, yellow means that it hasn’t started yet, in alignenment with the plan, and red means that the action has fallen behind the plan’s timing. The dots indicate the phases, with 1 meaning business case and pre-planning; 2 is development; 3 is implementation; and 4 being operations or complete.Similar to last year, the Report Cards provide (shown in red):-Progress update on the actions-A score for each action, and-whether they are on-track or are falling behind.Additional information is provided, shown in blue, including:-measurable progress toward the target indicator for each action, where available, -other suggested performance indicators that we plan to start tracking- responsible department-available budget for the action 



LEC Plan Report Card
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Overall, 33 actions are currently on track, 23 progressed in 2021, and 10 are scheduled to start in future.There were highlights in every sector in 2021.  Among them the Home Energy Loan Program, EV bus pilot, preparation for residential organics, ongoing deployment of smart meters, the University Sector Plan, and the Dundonald Solar Farm planning. There remains 7 actions that are behind schedule.Additional Notes:



Corporate Climate Adaptation Report Card
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Of the 30 actions in the Corporate Adaptation Strategy, 26 initiatives are currently on track, 18 progressed in 2021, and 8 are scheduled to start in future.  A full-time operating position was also approved to start in 2023 that will be focused on progressing these actions.Highlights include: -TBL framework helps ensure decisions consider climate risks-a Roadways Emergency Response Plan was developed, and a-Condition assessment of civic buildings is beginningAdditional Notes:



Current Recommendation

Reporting Timeline and Next Steps
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We are also suggesting a change to how often we report.  The current reporting timeline for the Climate Action Plan: Progress Report is once per year, (Click) with the City’s Financial Budget Planning occurring every two years and a refresh of the Climate Action Plan occurring every five years.Administration is recommending a change to allow progress reporting to occur every two years. (Click) This change would be in-step with City’s two-year budget cycles, optimize staff resources, and place less burden on the community for providing GHG data. A full timeline to 2050 is presented in the report, along with further implications.Shown here also are the dates mapped to refresh the LEC Plan (click) and the target years of 2023 and 2050 (click)As shown, a refresh of the Climate Action Plan – LEC Plan and Adaptation Strategy including remodeling of our projected emissions, updating our risk climate risk register, and revisiting all actions – is also scheduled for 2025, pending funding approval.



Thank you!
Progress Report available at:
saskatoon.ca/climate
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Thank you for the opportunity to share the Climate Action Plan: Progress Report 2021.  Myself and Amber Weckworth are available for questions. 
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